
Release Notes Summary for R32 - Subject to Change
This is a short preview of features for this release. For feature details, please consult the full release notes when they are published on Developer Central.

Ticket Number Product Summary
DEV-7040 Aria Crescendo This feature adds Master Plan Instance (MPI) and Supplemental Plan Instance (SPI) information to the 

XML, name-value pair format, and Email message format payloads of Active Orchestration. This is 
applicable for the following events: Account Fulfillment Based Service Plan Assigned, Account Service 
Plan Unit Queued for Fulfillment, and Account Service Plan Unit Fulfillment Complete.

DEV-9528 Aria Crescendo This feature improves the performance of the Invoicer batch job for accounts with a large number of 
MPIs and SPIs.

DEV-9882 Aria Crescendo The API calls create_order_m  and update_order_m  have been updated to create “order qualifiers” 
based on the inputs received from the existing <optional_transaction_qualifiers> input. The get_order_m 
API has been updated to include the <order_qualifiers> array output field.

DEV-9935 Aria Crescendo You can now use the get_invoice_history_m  API to retrieve the invoice history of all MPIs or your 
specified set of MPIs for an account.

DEV-9970 Aria Crescendo This feature updates Aria behavior when taking an MPI out of suspension and moving it out of dunning. 
Rather than assigning an 'Active' status to the MPI, Aria assigns the status it had before it was 
suspended.

DEV-9973 Aria Crescendo You can now include this information in your payment reminder and dunning email templates: amount 
due on an invoice, invoice due date, statement amount due, statement number of days overdue, and 
account fields.

DEV-9978 Aria 6, Aria Crescendo This feature adds the input fields Bank Name and Bank City for the Direct Debit payment method on the 
Create New Account screen in the Aria UI.

DEV-9982 Aria Crescendo This feature updates Aria logic so when the client parameter 
REJECT_USAGE_WHEN_USAGE_TYPE_NOT_ON_PLAN is set as "true," the APIs record_usage_m  and 
bulk_record_usage_m  will now return "Error 20006 Usage code or type not on active plan" when those 
API calls reference a usage type that is not mapped to the given plan instance or when the plan instance 
is inactive.

DEV-9987 Aria Crescendo This enhancement includes another iteration of Aria's Daily/Weekly Billing, which will be released in 
phases. In this phase, Aria added the following key features: 1) you can now set the proration end date 
when you replace a plan in the Aria application, 2) after you change a plan's recurring billing interval, the 
usage interval is now aligned with the recurring billing interval, 3) the 
edit_acct_plan_queued_changes_m API now supports daily/weekly plan updates and billing date resets 
with immediate and future application, 4) charges are now prorated after you change a rate schedule 
and the next invoice is created then voided.

DEV-9989 Aria Crescendo The latest iteration of Data Streaming introduces the Plan Relationship, Usage Types, and Usage Unit 
Types objects in the Aria Data Stream.

DEV-9994 Aria Crescendo This feature increases the length of the Custom Dashboard URL field to 1000 chars in the Aria UI on the 
Configuration > Client Settings > Company Profile screen.

DEV-10003 Aria 6, Aria Crescendo Aria's integration with the payment gateway Chase Paymentech has been enhanced with support for 3D 
Secure (3DS) authentication 2.0. The 3DS authentication feature provides additional fraud prevention 
when transactions are processed.

DEV-10012 Aria Crescendo When you create or update an order using the Aria application or the create_order_m/update_order_m 
APIs, you can now provide an Order Fulfilled Date that is in the past. In addition, the get_order_m  and 
get_order_details_m  APIs now return the Order Fulfilled Date in the new <fulfilled_date> output.

DEV-10032 Aria Crescendo This feature modifies the Products > Plans > [specific plan] > Rates tab and Products > Plans > [click 
Rate Schedule icon] screens in the Aria UI: The fields Billing Interval and Usage Interval will be changed 
to Recurring Billing Interval and Usage Billing Interval respectively.
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